
COURSE PROCESS
ISG Created and Treated Gemstones

Treated Gemstones A – G

Amber Treatments

At a major gem show in Las Vegas, we found

the unusual colors of amber as you see above.

These red and green amber are unlike

anything natural, and yet they were being

sold at low prices at the gem shows. The

fortunate part of this issue is that the sellers
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were quite forthcoming about the nature of

the treatment being done to this amber,

which is a radiation treatment to create the

colors. Using radiation, it is possible to tum

poor quality amber into highly saleable

treated amber, a very good use to make more

products available to the markets.

Above is a pair of earrings and pendant of

radiation treated amber, and below is a yellow

arm of Bolivian copal resin, often sold as

natural amber. As the markets look for more

creative ways to generate gem materials to

meet consumer demands, we need to

remember that amber is no exception. You

should always remember that this study into

created and treated gemstones is just the

beginning of the ongoing research and study



you will need to do to stay up on the latest

developments in the gemstone world.

Andesine (Di!usion Treated Feldspar)

A major fraud was perpetrated on consumers

with the use of large yellow feldspar crystals

from Mexico being exported to China where a

company called Andegem had perfected a

method to artificially induce copper into the



feldspar to create an imitation to the natural

Oregon Sunstone that is the only gemstone in

the world that is colored by copper naturally.

This treatment produced beautiful

gemstones, but the false claims of the

material being natural, and from a mine in

Tibet, made for one of the biggest fraud cases

in the history of the gemstone industry. The

situation even extending to the 2008 Beijing

Olympics with the faceted, laser-inscribed

stone you see above.

It was the work of the ISG Global Community

in 2008 through 2012 that finally brought this

major fiasco to a halt when consumers and

gemstone industry members both came to

the ISG for help. Through the sharing of

information and diligent lab work we were

able to expose this fraud and demonstrate

that the claimed “Tibet andesine” was, in fact,

fake.



Below you see some images of the rough that

were the key to this treated gemstone being

exposed.

Although the treatment of Mexican yellow

feldspar produced very pretty gemstones, the

false claims of natural origin created the

problem. The key “tell” was that the coloring



was reversed to what is known to be the

structure of true copper-bearing natural

Oregon Sunstone.

Above is a natural Oregon Sunstone showing

the copper-colored center and the outer

green color that is due to oxidation of the

copper. The same thing happens to all copper

exposed to air as the copper oxidizes and the

green color forms as the copper oxidizes. In

natural Oregon Sunstone the green oxidized

color is around the outer perimeter of the

crystal as expected. The problem with the

“Tibet andesine” as it is called, is that the

green is in the center of the stone and the red

along the outer rims.

This is just the opposite of how nature would

form these colors.

While some Chinese dealers still claim that

there is a mine for Tibet andesine, geology

and mineralogy reports from many famous

scientists point out that neither the mine nor

the gemstone can exist by the methods

claimed by these dealers. While the stone is

pretty, it is still being sold fraudulently and

you should be aware of this as you move

forward in the market.



GOBSMACKED!

Exposing the

dark side of the

international

gemstone

industry

As a student of

this course, we

would like to

offer you a free

copy of this

important book that tells the story of Tibet

andesine and the years of research and

litigation that went into exposing this largest

fraud in the history of the gemstone industry.

As you can see in the image at left, there were

major players involved at the highest levels of

the industry, willing to do dastardly deeds to

further this fraud. With over US$100 million is

sales, the profits were high and the fight to

keep the truth hidden was well heinous. The

perpetrators and those who supported them

included such famous names as Richard W.

Hughes, Jewelry Television and even the GIA.

This is the story behind the efforts of the ISG

Community to expose this fraud and the long

term attacks we have endured to this day.

Click the image at left to read online or



download your free copy.

Color Infused Aquamarine

Just as color infusion has been used on ruby,

tourmaline, and other stones, it has also been

identified as a treatment used on

aquamarines. The stone is treated to enlarge

nano-level openings into which an artificial

color is introduced into the gemstone. This is

done using a glass in-filler material much the

same as used on glass filled rubies. Care

should be taken with large, inexpensive

aquamarines as this treatment is at a level in

the industry that is as yet unknown. On the

following page is a diagnostic inclusion you

may find for natural aquamarine that might

be of service.

Above left, a color-infused aquamarine in

immersion cell. In the immersion cell the color



infusion material is much easier to see and

identify. Above right is a surface area of this

aquamarine that clearly shows the glass

filling material coating this stone. The use of

color infusion of gemstones is becoming

ubiquitous on the market. Care should be

taken to inspect unknown gemstones in an

immersion cell, as that has been found to be

one of the most important instruments in

identifying color infusion-treated stones.

Below is an image of an unusual type of

inclusions found in natural aquamarine. This

is provided simply for your reference to assist

in possible future identifications of natural

aquamarine.

Above are Inclusions in natural aquamarine.



Although these look like some type of ancient

writing, these are natural inclusions.

Diamond Treatments

The various treatments of a diamond are

covered in the ISG Diamonds Course. To not

duplicate your study time, we have opted to

refer this section to the Diamonds Course,

Lesson 13 to avoid duplication of time and

study materials.

Emerald Treatments

Due to the porous nature of emerald, they

often require oiling to seal the surface

breaking fissures that are created during the

cutting process. The natural fissures that run

through an emerald are due to the volatile

growth environment in which they form,

which causes the crystal to turn and twist

slightly during the growth process. This is very

much like the process with opals where the

cutting process exposes minute openings in

the opal through which the natural water in

the crystal can evaporate causing it to dry out.

Emeralds must be oiled, and this is

considered a well-known process that helps

protect the emerald. However, throughout



history, it has been found that unscrupulous

dealers would color their oil to improve the

green color of the emerald. This green colored

oil, while difficult to tell without

magnification, is easy to see under 10x or

higher magnification. The major “tell” is a

patchy color formation where the oil has

seeped into specific areas in the surface

breaking fissures causing the color to be

much darker or lighter in these fissure areas.

The following images demonstrate that

treatment and will show you how the

identification process is easy once you know

what to look for. Below is one emerald image

showing a color anomaly due to oiling.

Below is a 10x view of an emerald that has

been artificially color enhanced using green



colored oil. Notice that the intensity of the

green coloring is along the surface breaking

fissure. This is where the green colored oil

concentrated in the fissure. In regular viewing

in ambient light, the color spreads optically

throughout the stone and the entire stone

appears green. However, under 10x

magnification and in an immersion cell, this

colored green oil is quite easy to identify as

seen below.

Below we have the same area of this emerald

under 30x magnification. You can clearly see

that the fissure area is concentrated with

green oil. While oiling of an emerald is

considered acceptable if the treatment is

disclosed, the use of green colored oil to

enhance an emerald color without proper



disclosure is considered a deceptive trade

practice.

There are other treatments you may

encounter with emeralds including “opticon”

treatment where a glassy material is

introduced into the stone to seal these

openings. Again, if the material is clear, and

the treatment is disclosed, there are no

problems. But if a false color is imparted into

the stone due to this or any treatment

without disclosure it is again considered a

deceptive trade practice.

Color Infused Garnet

Over the past 8 years, we have learned that

any gemstone can be artificially color



enhanced using a method we call “color

infusion,” which simply refers to any process

by which artificial coloring elements inside a

gemstone. Garnet is no exception. In 2009 we

began to see huge tsavorite garnets of

amazingly high quality on the market for very

low per-carat prices. This is always a “tell” that

should warrant investigation if you are offered

a gemstone that is normally quite expensive

but for a price that is unusually low.

The case of the tsavorites that started

appearing on the market was a prime

example. While the market for premier quality

tsavorites rarely had stones greater than 2

carats, and even then, the prices were in the

thousands of dollars, suddenly we had

tsavorites over 5 carats in size and selling for



around US$150.00 for the stone! Not per carat,

per stone! This was a huge indicator that

something was going on.

Upon investigation, it was found that the color

infusion process found in many other

gemstones was also found in the cheap

tsavorites. And just like other gemstones that

had been subjected to the color infusion

process, tsavorites that had been subjected to

the color treatment also showed the same

diagnostic color zoning as seen in these

images.

As always, the immersion cell is the key to the

identification of tsavorites with this treatment,

although magnification may reveal it also as

seen above. But the patchy color zoning is

best seen with the immersion cell, so you

should always be sure to have one on your



desk.

Here is an interesting example of the color

infusion gone wrong seen above. This is a

Merelani garnet that has been subjected to

color infusion, but the treatment only entered

the stone in very patchy areas. Although seen

“table up” in ambient light the treatment may

be difficult to spot quickly, in an immersion

cell as seen below it is quickly visible.

Above you see the stone at 10x magnification

in an immersion cell. You can easily see the

splotchy coloring where the treatment failed



to enter the SG stone uniformly.

At 60x magnification above the splotchy

coloring of the color, elements are easy to

separate. This is only one example of a garnet

color infusion. You should be aware that many

garnets can be subjected to this treatment,

but all will leave some type of identifier for the

well-trained gemologist.

Before moving on to the next lesson, let’s take

a Quick Quiz from the ISG Created and

Treated Gemstones course to test your

understanding of the information in this

lesson. Remember, you can take the Quick

Quiz as many times as you like to test your

knowledge.
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